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Rotational structures in 129Nd and signature splitting systematics of thenh11Õ2 bands
in AÈ130 nuclei
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High-spin states in129Nd were populated in the reaction92Mo(40Ca,2pn) with beam energies of 170 and
184 MeV in two separate experiments. Over 140 new transitions were placed in a level scheme that consists of
four rotational structures, three of which have been observed for the first time. The bands were assigned
configurations based on theirB(M1)/B(E2) ratios~for the strongly coupled bands!, aligned angular momen-
tum, observed band crossings, and signature splitting. Evidence for of the observation of the deformation
driving n i 13/2@660#1/2 orbital is presented. Signature splitting trends in thenh11/2 bands ofA;130 nuclei are
investigated within the framework of the cranked shell model. Comparisons are made with observations in the
ph11/2 bands nearA;160.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The mass 130 region, withZ;60 and N;74, is well
known for shape competition between weakly prolate a
oblate bands at low spin@1#, and for the occurrence of highl
deformed bands at higher spins@2–7#. This is due to the soft
core, which is susceptible to shape driving forces of the
lence nucleons. The occupation of then i 13/2 orbitals or of a
hole in thepg9/2 orbitals enhances the deformation of the
nuclei fromb2;0.2 tob2;0.3–0.4@8,9#. The alignment of
two high-K h11/2 neutrons was associated with driving th
nucleus to oblate shapes@10#, while the occupation of one
neutron in anh11/2 orbital, outside the even-even core, m
produce a stable triaxial deformation@11#.

Although theN;74 nuclei were well studied through th
use ofXn reaction channels, the lighter nuclei withN<70
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are not as well known. This is mainly due to lower cros
section reactions, and to the fact that the neutron-defic
compound nuclei favor multiple charged-particle reacti
channels, which can produce over 20 different species
nuclei. However, with the sensitivity of Gammasphere@12#
and the selectivity of the Microball@13#, it is now possible to
explore these nuclei which are far from stability.

In an experiment designed to populate high-spin state
the mass 130 region, a92Mo target was bombarded with
40Ca. Theoretical calculations@14# predicted large ground
state deformationsb2;0.3 for Z;60, N<70 nuclei, which
is nearly as large as the highly deformed bands found in
heavierA;130 region. Therefore, it is of interest to look fo
bands with the same highly deformed configuration~namely,
n i 13/2 structure! in lighter nuclei to compare with those ob
served nearN;74. The large ground-state deformation e
sentially eliminates the possibility of seeing oblate bands
low spin; however, one can track the shape driving influen
of the h11/2 neutron asN is decreased andb2 is increased.

This paper will focus on the nucleus60
129Nd69, which is

the lightest odd-A neodymium nucleus known. A significan
extension of the level scheme was achieved by adding o
140 new transitions and three new structures to the prev
work @15#. Evidence of the intruderi 13/2 band is indeed ob-
served in129Nd as it adiabatically crosses a normal deform
sequence. A signature splitting in the energy levels of
nh11/2 band was observed and compared with othernh11/2
bands in the region. As signature splitting in these highK
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bands is thought to be a result of significantg deformation,
cranked shell-model calculations were performed in orde
reveal approximate magnitudes and trends of triaxiality a
function of proton and neutron number.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Ions of 129Nd were produced using the reactio
92Mo(40Ca,2pn). In one experiment, the 170-MeV40Ca
beam was supplied by the 25-MV tandem accelerator at
Holifield Radioactive Ion Beam Facility~HRIBF! at Oak
Ridge National Laboratory~ORNL!. The self-supporting
92Mo target had a thickness of;450mg/cm2. The emitted
gamma rays were detected by the Ge Clover detector a
CLARION @16#, consisting of 11 segmented clover spe
trometers within bismuth germanate anti-Compton shie
and ten single-volume detectors. Protons anda particles
emitted by the deexciting compound nuclei were identifi
using a HyBall@16# array consisting of 95 CsI scintillator
~coupled to photodiodes! in a 4p geometry. Reaction prod
ucts recoiling from the target foil were separated by the
coil mass spectrometer~RMS! @17–19# at the focal plane
according to their mass-to-charge ratio. The RMS has ac
tances of610% in the recoil ion energy and65% in the
mass-to-charge ratioA/Q. A multiwire, gas-filled position
sensitive avalanche counter~PSAC! @16,17# was used to ob-
serve the spatial distribution of the mass groups at the fo
plane. The RMS was tuned for central recoils of massA
5129, with an energy of 40.5 MeV and a charge stateQ
520.51. The data were taken using ag-g-recoil trigger that
required at least two HPGe detectors in prompt coincide
with a recoil signal from the PSAC. Gamma rays associa
e
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with mass 129 were sorted into a symmetricEg3Eg coinci-
dence matrix, and were subsequently analyzed with
RADWARE software package@20#. A matrix of Eg versus
charged-particle multiplicity, with the same mass-gated c
dition, was also sorted such that gamma-charged particle
incidences could be investigated. A total of;4.2 million g-g
coincidences were observed in theA5129 mass-gated ma
trix.

In a second experiment, emphasizing the population
the highest spin states possible, a 184 MeV40Ca beam from
the ATLAS superconducting linear accelerator at Argon
National Laboratory ~ANL ! was delivered to a
0.625-mg/cm2-thick, self-supporting92Mo target. Promptg
rays were detected with 99 Compton-suppressed Ge s
trometers in the Gammasphere array. Charged-par
evaporation residues were detected with the 95 CsI detec
of the Washington University Microball array@13#. Approxi-
mately 116 million fivefold (g5) or higher events were de
termined to have gamma rays in coincidence with only t
protons~comprising;20% of the total events!. These events
were sorted into anEg3Eg3Eg coincidence cube, and wer
analyzed with the Radware software package. The le
scheme for129Nd from the present data is shown in Fig. 1

Relative spin assignments proposed for the states in129Nd
were determined through directional correlation of orien
states~DCO! analysis. An asymmetric matrix was sorte
from the Gammasphere data, where the energy ofg rays
observed in detectors located at;35° and;145° were his-
togrammed along one axis, and coincidentg rays observed
in detectors located at;90° were histogrammed along th
other. DCO ratios were determined by the expression
RDCO5
I g1

~at;35° or;145°; in coincidence withg2 at 90°!

I g1
~at 90°; in coincidence withg2 at;35° or;145°!

,

an-
of

om
e
of

e-

her
whereI g1
is the intensity of theg ray of interest andg2 is a

stretchedE2 (DI 52) transition. With the detectors at th
given angles, one expectsRDCO values of approximately 0.5
for pure dipole transitions (M1 andE1) and 1.0 for quadru-
pole transitions (E2). The measured DCO ratios are summ
rized in Table I along with the energy, spin, branching rat
and parity of the states, as well as the energy and rela
intensity of the depopulatingg rays. Weak transitions abov
states of determined spin, where reliable DCO analysis co
not be performed, were assigned multipolarities assum
that the rotational behavior of the band persists, and the s
are shown in parentheses in Fig. 1.

A spectrum ofA5129 transitions from the ORNL data i
presented in Fig. 2. Transitions in coincidence with bothA
5129 recoils and three protons (129Pr) have been subtracte
from the spectrum, leaving possible transitions from129Nd
(2pn), 129Pm (p2n), and 129Sm (3n). However, no evi-
-
,
ve

ld
g
ns

dence of the latter two nuclei was observed, and all the tr
sitions in Fig. 2 were accounted for in the level scheme
129Nd ~see Fig. 1!. Relative cross sections~with respect to
the strongest channel129Pr) were determined in the ORNL
experiment and compared with theoretical predictions fr
HIVAP @21#. Good agreement was found for most of th
channels, and therefore, the calculated cross section
;50 mb is likely a reasonable estimate for the 2pn channel
leading to 129Nd.

III. LEVEL SCHEME

Before the present work, little was known about129Nd.
Watsonet al. @15# reported observing a strongly coupled s
quence, and assigned it to129Nd. In addition to confirming
and extending the previously known sequence to hig
3-2
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ROTATIONAL STRUCTURES IN129Nd AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 024303
FIG. 1. The level scheme for129Nd. The width of the arrows is proportional to the relative intensity of the transitions. Tenta
transitions are denoted by dashed lines. Spin and parity assignments are explained in the text. The proposed band-head configu
also given.
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spins~labeled band 1 in Fig. 1!, over 140 new transitions an
three new structures were observed.

One may see in Fig. 1 that the positive-parity structur
bands 3 and 4, are linked with each other, while the negat
parity structures, bands 1 and 2, are not connected to an
the observed sequences. Previous decay works@22,23# sug-

gested a ground-state spin of (5
2

1) as well as a (72
2) or ( 9

2
2)
02430
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isomeric state. From our analysis of the high-spin states,
not clear whether any of the observed structures feeds
ground state and therefore, firm excitation energies, sp
and parities cannot be assigned. However, the four struct
have in-band characteristics that are similar to the four str
gest bands in131Nd @24#. Thus spin and parity assignmen
are largely based on systematics and similarities with131Nd
3-3
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TABLE I. Data for levels andg rays in 129Nd.

I i
p a Elevel ~keV! b Eg ~keV! c I g

d DCO le Multipolarity

Band 1 :@523#7/2 a51
1
2

9
2

2 X1130.5 130.5 N/Df 0.63~4! M1/E2
13
2

2 X1491.0 360.5 53~3! 1.0~1! 0.51~3! E2
198.6 96~5! 0.56~3! M1/E2

17
2

2 X1969.6 478.6 78~4! 0.91~8! 1.17~7! E2
259.0 58~3! 0.47~5! M1/E2

21
2

2 X11542.8 573.2 76~4! 0.96~7! 1.8~1! E2
308.1 42~2! 0.45~2! M1/E2

25
2

2 X12187.0 644.2 75~4! 1.14~8! 2.1~1! E2
343.4 29~2! 0.57~3! M1/E2

29
2

2 X12881.4 694.4 71~4! 0.99~4! 3.7~4! E2
365.6 23~1! M1/E2

33
2

2 X13609.5 728.1 59~4! 1.04~4! 2.5~2! E2
377.1 22~1! M1/E2

37
2

2 X14374.1 764.6 38~2! 1.1~1! 3.3~4! E2
396.0 13.7~6! M1/E2

41
2

2 X15210.3 836.2 33~2! 0.9~1! 5.3~8! E2
438.3 8.8~9! M1/E2

( 45
2

2) X16142.4 932.1 22~2! 2.6~3! E2

498.5 6~1! M1/E2

( 49
2

2) X17175.5 1033.1 18~2! E2

( 53
2

2) X18306.8 1131.3 12~1! E2

( 57
2

2) X19535.1 1228.3 8~1! E2

( 61
2

2) X110857.1 1322.0 6~1! E2

( 65
2

2) X112263.0 1405.9 5~1! E2

( 69
2

2) X113746 1483 ,4 E2

Band 1 :@523#7/2 a52
1
2

7
2

2 X
11
2

2 X1292.5 292.5 30~2! 0.72~6! 0.40~2! E2
162.5 124~7! 0.51~3! M1/E2

15
2

2 X1710.6 418.1 75~4! 0.94~7! 1.12~6! E2
219.8 77~4! 0.47~4! M1/E2

19
2

2 X11234.9 524.3 [100 0.99~9! 1.88~7! E2
265.6 47~2! 0.40~7! M1/E2

23
2

2 X11843.7 608.8 91~5! 0.98~5! 4.0~2! E2
300.9 32~2! 0.43~5! M1/E2

27
2

2 X12516.0 672.3 84~5! 1.04~7! 3.0~2! E2
329.0 24~1! M1/E2

31
2

2 X13232.2 716.2 72~4! 0.94~4! 3.5~3! E2
351.0 24~2! M1/E2

35
2

2 X13978.5 746.3 51~3! 0.92~6! 4.4~5! E2
368.6 21~1! M1/E2

39
2

2 X14772.0 793.5 38~2! 0.91~7! 2.1~3! E2
398.0 13~1! M1/E2

43
2

2 X15644.5 872.5 24~2! 0.92~3! E2
433.0 6.7~7! M1/E2

47
2

2 X16606.6 962.1 19~2! 0.91~6! E2

( 51
2

2) X17658.5 1051.9 13~1! E2

( 55
2

2) X18796.9 1138.4 12~1! E2
024303-4
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TABLE I. ~Continued!.

I i
p a Elevel ~keV! b Eg ~keV! c I g

d DCO le Multipolarity

( 59
2

2) X110019.6 1222.7 9~1! E2

( 63
2

2) X111326.6 1307.0 7~1! E2

( 67
2

2) X112720.6 1394.0 5~1! E2

( 71
2

2) X114202 1482 ,4 E2

( 75
2

2) X115765 1563 ,4 E2

Band 2 :@541#1/2 a51
1
2

1
2

2 Y
5
2

2 Y199.0 99.0 18~9! 1.0~1! E2
9
2

2 Y1308.5 209.5 37~7! 0.96~7! 13.0~1! E2
76.0 4~1! M1/E2

13
2

2 Y1630.9 322.4 38~3! 0.87~7! E2
17
2

2 Y11064.9 434.0 30~2! 1.01~7! E2
21
2

2 Y11604.0 539.1 28~2! 1.12~4! E2
25
2

2 Y12237.1 633.1 26~2! 0.93~7! E2
29
2

2 Y12949.4 712.3 25~2! 0.94~7! E2
33
2

2 Y13730.6 781.2 17~1! 1.09~7! E2
37
2

2 Y14575.9 845.3 12~1! 1.05~6! E2
41
2

2 Y15487.7 911.8 9~1! 1.06~5! E2
45
2

2 Y16472.3 984.6 8~1! 0.99~8! E2
49
2

2 Y17528.3 1056.0 6~1! 1.1~1! E2

( 53
2

2) Y18637 1108 ,4 E2

( 57
2

2) Y19797 1160 ,4 E2

( 61
2

2) Y111010 1213 ,4 E2

( 65
2

2) Y112266 1256 ,4 E2

Band 2 :@541#1/2 a52
1
2

3
2

2 Y 1 54
7
2

2 Y1178.8 178.8 12~2! 1.0~2! 2.92~4! E2
133.6 14~9! 0.9~2! M1/E2

11
2

2 Y1476.3 297.5 18~2! 1.1~1! 4.5~3! E2
221.50 9~1! M1/E2

15
2

2 Y1888.9 412.6 20~2! 1.0~1! 19~3! E2
312.0 ,4 M1/E2

19
2

2 Y11407.7 518.8 25~2! 1.0~3! 10~1! E2
397.2 5~1! M1/E2

( 23
2

2) Y12013.5 605.8 22~2! 12~1! E2

464.0 ,4 M1/E2

( 27
2

2) Y12685.2 671.7 21~3! E2

( 31
2

2) Y13405.2 720.0 19~2! E2

( 35
2

2) Y14160.3 755.1 16~1! E2

( 39
2

2) Y14978.3 818.0 10~1! E2

( 43
2

2) Y15881.2 902.9 9~1! E2

( 47
2

2) Y16873.1 991.9 8~1! E2

( 51
2

2) Y17956.8 1083.7 7~1! E2

( 55
2

2) Y19122.8 1166.0 5~1! E2

( 59
2

2) Y110361.9 1239.1 4~1! E2
024303-5
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TABLE I. ~Continued!.

I i
p a Elevel ~keV!b Eg ~keV!c I g

d DCO le Multipolarity

( 63
2

2) Y111667 1305 ,4 E2

( 67
2

2) Y113036 1369 ,4 E2

( 71
2

2) Y114474 1438 ,4 E2

BAND 3 : @411#1/2 a51
1
2

1
2

1 Z
5
2

1 Z1178.8 178.8 6~1! 0.51~4! E2
157.0 14~2! 0.55~5! M1/E2

9
2

1 Z1497.2 318.4 13.7~9! 1.02~9! 1.23~9! E2
267.5 8~1! 0.9~1! M1/E2

13
2

1 Z1936.3 439.1 25~2! 0.91~7! 3.53~3! E2
354.3 9~1! M1/E2

17
2

1 Z11471.7 535.4 25~2! 0.9~1! E2
21
2

1 Z12076.4 604.7 23~2! 1.1~2! E2

( 25
2

1) Z12734.7 658.3 16~2! E2

( 29
2

1) Z13418.4 683.7 ,4 E2

Band 3 :@411#1/2 a52
1
2

3
2

1 Z122
7
2

1 Z1208.2 208.2 53~9! 0.95~5! 5.92~7! E2
138.8 13~4! 0.43~6! M1/E2

11
2

1 Z1559.8 351.6 75~4! 0.94~5! 7.09~7! E2
344.8 5.7~6! 0.71~9! E2

15
2

1 Z11032.5 472.7 65~4! 1.09~7! E2
19
2

1 Z11599.1 566.6 57~3! 0.97~6! E2
23
2

1 Z12227.1 628.0 54~3! 0.95~6! E2
27
2

1 Z12888.4 661.3 48~3! 1.10~5! E2
31
2

1 Z13573.1 684.7 33~2! 0.93~5! E2
35
2

1 Z14299.9 726.8 32~2! 1.05~5! E2
39
2

1 Z15094.5 794.6 21~1! 1.10~6! E2
43
2

1 Z15952.3 857.8 15~1! 1.05~6! E2

( 47
2

1) Z16879.9 927.6 9.9~4! E2

( 51
2

1) Z17895.1 1015.2 8.7~9! E2

( 55
2

1) Z19002.7 1107.6 7.1~8! E2

( 59
2

1) Z110200.9 1198.2 4.9~7! E2

( 63
2

1) Z111489.8 1288.9 4.5~2! E2

( 67
2

1) Z112871 13801 ,4 E2

( 71
2

1) Z114344 1473 ,4 E2

Band 4 :@402#5/2 a51
1
2

5
2

1 Z191
9
2

1 Z1415.5 324.5 28~2! 0.97~6! 0.84~7! E2
179.1 32~3! 0.43~7! M1/E2

13
2

1 Z1868.2 452.7 32~2! 0.88~6! 1.3~1! E2
239.3 22~2! 0.72~5! M1/E2

17
2

1 Z11419.5 551.3 36~3! 1.00~8! 2.5~1! E2
282.1 17~1! 0.72~9! M1/E2
482.6 ,4 0.9~1! E2
024303-6
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TABLE I. ~Continued!.

I i
p a Elevel ~keV! b Eg ~keV! c I g

d DCO le Multipolarity

21
2

1 Z12034.6 615.1 34~3! 1.15~9! 2.9~2! E2
304.7 9.9~8! 0.69~9! M1/E2

25
2

1 Z12665.7 631.1 38~3! 1.01~6! 8.0~9! E2
286.9 5.5~7! 0.5~1! M1/E2
417.8 5.0~9! 0.63~7! M1/E2
589.2 9~1! 0.9~1! E2

29
2

1 Z13292.3 626.6 36~3! 0.88~5! E2
33
2

1 Z13960.2 667.9 25~2! 0.87~3! E2
37
2

1 Z14703.6 743.4 20~2! 0.89~8! E2
41
2

1 Z15521.9 818.3 20~2! 1.03~5! E2

( 45
2

1) Z16415.1 893.2 15~1! E2

( 49
2

1) Z17395.3 980.2 11~1! E2

( 53
2

1) Z18471.4 1076.1 7~1! E2

( 57
2

1) Z19643.2 1171.8 4~1! E2

( 61
2

1) Z110903 1259 ,4 E2

( 65
2

1) Z112222 1319 ,4 E2

( 69
2

1) Z113576 1354 ,4 E2

Band 4 :@402#5/2 a52
1
2

7
2

1 Z1237.1 146.1 38~13! 0.47~2! M1/E2
11
2

1 Z1629.4 392.3 21~1! 1.09~9! 0.76~5! E2
213.7 29~2! 0.65~3! M1/E2

15
2

1 Z11136.8 507.4 30~2! 0.92~9! 1.45~9! E2
268.5 14~1! 0.57~5! M1/E2

19
2

1 Z11730.2 593.4 30~2! 1.1~1! 2.4~2! E2
311.0 8~1! M1/E2

23
2

1 Z12378.9 648.7 32~2! 1.0~1! 4.2~7! E2
344.8 9~1! M1/E2

( 27
2

1) Z13053.5 674.6 22~2! E2

( 31
2

1) Z13712.6 659.1 14~2! E2

( 35
2

1) Z14413.1 700.5 10~1! E2

( 39
2

1) Z15192.5 779.4 7~1! E2

( 43
2

1) Z16078.9 886.4 4~1! E2

( 47
2

1) Z17078 999 ,4 E2

( 51
2

1) Z18178 1100 ,4 E2

( 55
2

1) Z19337 1159 ,4 E2

aSpin and parity of the initial state.
b(X,Y,Z) are unknown constant energy values which should be added to the listed energy levels si
real excitation energies of the configurations are not known.
cUncertainties inEg are 0.2 keV for most transitions, except for relatively weak transitions which are 0.5
dRelative intensity of the transition, whereI g(524.3)[100.
eThe branching ratio@5I (E2)/I (M1)# was extracted by gating above the level of interest.
fThe intensity could not be determined.
129

and
2
c-
and with the N569 isotones 127Ce @25,26# and 125Ba
@27,28#.

A. Negative-parity structures

The identification of structures in129Nd was derived from
the g-g-recoil data in the ORNL experiment. Figure 3~a!
02430
shows a summed coincidence spectrum from a mass
gatedg-g matrix. By examining theg-charged particle ma-
trix, we were also able to determine that the strongest
cleanest transitions in this band were associated with ap
evaporation. This additional information allows for the stru
ture to be unequivocally associated with129Nd, as it is the
3-7
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FIG. 2. Transitions fromA5129 recoils in the ORNL experi-
ment. Transitions in coincidence with three protons andA5129
(129Pr) were subtracted, leaving129Nd g rays~see text for details!.

FIG. 3. Spectra of the negative-parity configurations:~a! both
signatures of band 1, and~b! a51

1
2 and~c! a52

1
2 of band 2. The

main spectra in panels~a! and ~b! are ORNL mass-gated spectr
The main spectrum in panel~a! is produced from the sum of th
individual gated spectra of the peaks denoted by a filled circle.
spectrum produced in the main panel~c! and all the insets in the
figure are the the sum of many double-gated coincidence spe
from Gammasphere data. Peaks denoted by * are associated wg
rays from signature partners.
02430
only A5129 nucleus which can be produced by the emiss
of two protons. This confirms the preliminary results r
ported by Watsonet al. @15#, where this same band was ob
served up to a spin of39

2 . In Ref. @15#, mass-gating tech-
niques similar to those described above were used,
without a charged-particle detector. This structure has b
extended up to spin75

2 from the Gammasphere data@see the
inset of Fig. 3~a!#, and is the most intensely populated s
quence in 129Nd. The in-band properties@alignments and
B(M1)/B(E2) ratios# indicate a negative-parity configura
tion and this band is likely built on the72

2 isomeric state
observed in Ref.@24#. The yrast sequence in125Ba, 127Ce,
and 131Nd also have7

2
2 band-head states, which is consiste

with our assignment.
A second sequence of transitions was identified in theA

5129 matrix, and is shown in Fig. 3~b!. Similar to band 1,
the strongest transitions were associated with the 2p channel.
Thus this new structure can also be firmly assigned to129Nd,
even though no linking transitions were observed. The Ga
masphere data allowed for an extension of the sequence u
I 5 71

2 , as seen in the inset of Fig. 3~b! and in Fig. 1, where
the structure is labeled band 2. Additionally, the signat
partner of band 2 was identified in the Gammasphere d
and a representative spectrum is displayed in Fig. 3~c!. From
Fig. 1, one may note that band 2 is not strongly coupled, w
one signature lying lower in energy than its partner. A
analysis of the in-band properties~e.g., alignment and signa
ture splitting; see below! of band 2 indicates that a negative
parity assignment is appropriate, and the similarities wit
structure in131Nd ~where spins and parities are known! sug-
gest a band-head spin of1

2
2 for band 2.

B. Positive-parity structures

The sequence displayed in Fig. 4~a! was observed in the
ORNL data, and, in a similar manner to bands 1 and 2 d
cussed above, it was firmly assigned to129Nd. The structure
is labeled band 3 in Fig. 1, and it was extended toI 5 71

2 from
the Gammasphere data as shown in the inset of Fig. 4~a!. A
short sequence of transitions was also found in the Gam
sphere data@see Fig. 4~b!#, which was identified as the sig
nature partner of band 3. In Fig. 1 one may note that
latter sequence lies much higher in excitation energy than
partner, which is why it could not be extended to high
spins. Band 3 has similar in-band properties, such as a l
K, positive-parity structure in131Nd, therefore, it has been
assigned even parity and a band-head spin of1

2
1 @29#.

A new strongly coupled band, which interacts with band
at low spins, was observed in the Gammasphere data. S
tra of both signatures are given in Figs. 4~c! and 4~d!, and the
band is labeled band 4 in Fig. 1. A DCO ratio of 0.43~6! was
found for the 138.8-keV transition depopulating the7

2
1 state

in band 3 to the band head of band 4, indicating a chang
spin of 1\. The 482.6- and 589.2-keV linking transition
from band 4 to 3 were determined to have anE2 nature~see
Table I!, which establishes that bands 3 and 4 have the s
parity and that the 138.8-keV transition must correspond t
I→I 21 deexcitation. Therefore, a band-head spin of5

2
1 is

assigned, which is consistent with the configuration~see be-

e

tra
h
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ROTATIONAL STRUCTURES IN129Nd AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 024303
low! and systematics observed for similar structures in131Nd
and 127Ce.

IV. CONFIGURATION ASSIGNMENTS

In order to help identify the active orbitals nearest to t
Fermi surface atN569, we provide a neutron single-partic
diagram in Fig. 5. Total Routhian surface~TRS! calculations
@30# predicted a ground-state deformation nearb250.305
for 129Nd. For a prolate deformation of this size, one c
deduce from Fig. 5 that bands based on theh11/2@523#7/2,
d3/2 @411#1/2, d5/2@402#5/2, and (h9/2/ f 7/2) @541#1/2 orbitals
should be observed at relatively low excitation energi
Band characteristics such as the alignment behavior,
B(M1)/B(E2) ratios, and the signature splitting were co
sidered to associate the observed bands in129Nd with the
orbitals mentioned above.

A. Alignments and band crossings

The alignments of the bands in129Nd are plotted versus
rotational frequency in Fig. 6. Harris parameters@31# of J0

FIG. 4. Sample spectra of the positive-parity configurations:~a!
a52

1
2 , ~b! a51

1
2 of band 3, and~c! a52

1
2 , ~d! a51

1
2 of

band 4. The insets in panels~a!, ~c!, and~d! and the spectra in main
panels~b!, ~c!, and ~d! are the results of summing many doubl
gated coincidence spectra from Gammasphere data. The main
trum in panel~a! is an ORNL mass-gated spectrum. Peaks deno
by * are associated withg rays from signature partners, and pea
denoted byc are contaminantg rays. Peaks denoted by fille
squares in panel~d! belong to the@411#1/2 band.
02430
.
he
-

522 \2/MeV and J1517 \4/MeV3 were used to subtrac
the angular momentum of the collective core. The obser
crossings are labeled in Fig. 6 using the standard alphab
quasiparticle labeling scheme@32#, which is summarized in
Table II in terms of the orbital’s parity, signature (p, a), and
configuration at zero rotational frequency.

1. Negative-parity structures

Watsonet al. @15# suggested that band 1 is based upon
nh11/2 orbital, but due to limited information, they were no
able to propose a definitive configuration. The band und
ec-
d

FIG. 5. Neutron single-particle levels as a function of quad
pole deformation~where b450 and g50°) calculated using the
Woods-Saxon potential@42# with parameters given in Ref.@43#.

FIG. 6. The alignment plotted vs rotational frequency for ban
1–4. Harris parameters ofJ0522 \2/MeV andJ1517 \4/MeV3

were used to subtract the angular momentum of the collective c
The positive and negative signatures are denoted by filled and o
symbols, respectively. Proposed band-head configurations are
given in the legends.
3-9
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TABLE II. Alphabetic quasiparticle labeling scheme for129Nd.

Label (p,a)n
a Configurationb Label (p,a)n

a Configurationb

Quasineutrons

A (1,1 1
2 )1 @411#1/2 B (1,2 1

2 )1 @411#1/2
C (1,1 1

2 )2 @402#5/2 D (1,2 1
2 )2 @402#5/2

E (2,2 1
2 )1 @523#7/2 F (2,1 1

2 )1 @523#7/2
G (2,2 1

2 )2 @541#1/2 H (2,1 1
2 )2 @541#1/2

Quasiprotons

Ep (2,2 1
2 )1 h11/2 Fp (2,1 1

2 )1 h11/2

aParity (p) and signature (a) of the orbital. The subscriptn numbers the quasiparticle’s excitations of
specific signature and parity starting with the lowest in energy at\v50 MeV.
bConfiguration of the orbital at\v50 MeV.
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goes an alignment at\vc;0.35 MeV, and has an alignmen
gain of D i;9\. The only quasiparticles near the Fermi su
face that can align at this low frequency and produce
large alignment gain are the lowesth11/2 quasiprotons (Ep
andFp). TheEpFp band crossing is well known in the mas
130 region, and the alignment gain and crossing freque
are consistent with the first proton crossings observed
other A;130 nuclei. Cranked shell-model~CSM! @33# cal-
culations for the protons and neutrons in129Nd were per-
formed using the deformation parameters taken from a T
calculation for theE and F neutron configurations at a fre
quency of\v;0.30 MeV. A predictedEpFp crossing oc-
curs at\vc;0.36 MeV, which is in good agreement wit
the first observed crossing in band 1. In the quasineu
diagram, shown in Fig. 7, the first neutron crossing is p
dicted to occur at\vc;0.49 MeV, but no crossings ar

FIG. 7. Cranked shell model calculation for quasineutrons
129Nd. The deformation parameters~shown at the top of the figure!
were determined from TRS calculations. Interpretation of the li
is displayed at the top of the figure. An explanation of the orb
labeling scheme is given in Table II.
02430
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experimentally observed up to high frequencies
;0.8 MeV. The blocking of this crossing implies that ban
1 is based upon anh11/2 orbital, which is most likely@523#7/
2 as it is the nearestnh11/2 orbital to the129Nd Fermi surface
~see Fig. 5!. Thus the negative-parity and band-head s
assignments shown in Fig. 1 are consistent with sim
bands in nearby nuclei. The CSM predicts two other neut
crossings, i.e.,FG andEH crossings at;0.6 MeV as seen
in Fig. 7; however neither crossing is observed in band
This behavior is contrary to131Nd where both of these cross
ings are observed near the predicted CSM frequency
;0.6 MeV @22#. These crossings may be delayed in a ma
ner similar to the delayedEF crossings observed in even
even Ce nuclei@34–36#, and in other bands in129Nd ~see
below!.

As seen from Fig. 6~a!, the negative signature of band
has;1 –2 \ more alignment than its signature partner af
the proton alignment. The small magnitude of this alignm
indicates that it is not likely due to theFG crossing, as 4–5
\ has been associated with this alignment in nearby nuc
TRS calculations were done for both signatures of thenh11/2
configuration in 129Nd for the frequency range~0.24–0.59
MeV! in order to test whether signature-dependent deform
tion effects can account for this behavior. However, the c
culations show little difference in potential depth or quad
pole deformation between the two signatures over
frequency range, indicating that this gain of alignment
likely not due to different deformations. The cause~s! of this
interaction is not clear at this time.

Band 2 is associated with a low-K configuration as large
signature splitting is initially observed~see Fig. 1!. The
gradual increase of alignment at low frequency is similar
that observed in the@541#1/2 bands of 131,133Nd @10,22#.
Also, the apparent differing interaction strengths in theEpFp
crossing region are strikingly similar to those seen in
nh9/2/f 7/2 bands of 131,133Nd; therefore, band 2 is assigne
the @541#1/2 configuration. Rotational bands based on t
orbital are known to have an intermediate deformation~be-
tween normal and highly deformed! @4#; thus the chosen Har
ris parameters may be less appropriate for band 2 causing
gradual increase of alignment at low frequency seen in F

n
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6. The differing interaction strengths in theEpFp crossing
region are unusual, as no such signature-dependent beh
is observed in the other129Nd bands. Perhaps another thre
quasiparticle band based on the@530#1/2^ EpFp configura-
tion crosses the negative signature sequence as it unde
the proton alignment, as addressed previously in Ref.@22#. A
crossing is observed near 0.54 MeV in the positive signat
while the negative signature shows a crossing near 0
MeV. The next possible proton crossing is not predicted
occur until very high frequencies (\v.1 MeV); therefore,
this second crossing is likely the result of a pair of neutro
aligning. TheEF crossing is predicted to occur near 0
MeV ~see Fig. 7!; however, one would expect both sign
tures of the@541#1/2 band to experience this neutron alig
ment at approximately the same frequency. Therefore, an
terpretation of these crossings is at present lacking.

2. Positive-parity structures

In Fig. 6~c!, a large gain in alignment (D i;9\) can be
observed at a crossing frequency of\vc'0.33 MeV for the
favored signature (a52 1

2 ) of band 3. Once again, theh11/2
quasiproton alignment is responsible for this gain. This str
ture exhibits a significant amount of signature splitting
lower spin~see Fig. 1! indicating that it likely corresponds to
a low-K sequence. As stated previously, bands 3 and 4 h
the same parity; from arguments given below, band 4 m
likely has positive parity. An inspection of Fig. 5 indicate
that the nearest positive-parity, low-K orbital is the@411#1/2
level; thus band 3 is assigned to this configuration. A sec
alignment in band 3 occurs near 0.43 MeV, inducing a g
of ;2 –3 \. While it is possible this is theEF crossing, it
appears to be at a crossing frequency lower than expecte
CSM calculations and much lower than that observed
band 4~see below!. The EF crossing is also known to b
delayed in this region, rather than to occur at lower th
expected frequencies@34#. Perhaps this is a crossing with
‘‘more deformed,’’ band seen at\v;0.2 MeV in the
@411#1/2 band of 131Nd. The more deformed sequence
caused by a pair of neutrons scattering into the deforma
driving @541#1/2 orbital. Once again, similar to131Nd, the
@411#1/2 band is the only sequence to experience this cr
ing, which Hartleyet al. @22# suggested to be a result o
blocking and Fermi-level position effects for the other ban
The higher crossing frequency in129Nd as compared with
131Nd is due to the@541#1/2 orbital likely lying higher in
energy for the former nucleus.

The lack of signature splitting in band 4~up to spin23
2 ),

as shown in Fig. 1, suggests a configuration with highK. The
@402#5/2 and@413#5/2 orbitals are possible candidates, b
the B(M1)/B(E2) ratios, discussed in Sec. V, clearly ind
cate that band 4 should be associated with the@402#5/2 or-
bital. This assignment is consistent with a similar struct

found in the 58
127Ce@25# isotone and in131Nd. Wilmarthet al.

@23# suggested anI p5( 5
2

1) assignment for the ground sta
of 129Nd. If this is correct, we can rule out the possibili
that the ground state is based on the@402#5/2 configuration,
since the@402#5/2 band lies higher in energy relative to th
@411#1/2, orbital as seen in Fig. 1. Inspection of Fig. 5,
02430
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well as the observed intensities, indicates that the@411#1/2
and the@523#7/2 orbitals are much closer to the Fermi su
face than any otherK5 5

2 state. Therefore, either the12
1 or

the 7
2

2 state from bands 3 and 1, respectively, should also
considered as possible candidates for the ground stat
129Nd.

The alignment of the negative signature of band 4, sho
in Fig. 6~d!, indicates that the sequence undergoes anEpFp
crossing at\vc'0.31 MeV. The upbend near 0.6 MeV i
likely the EF neutron crossing. An additional gain of;2\
in alignment occurs in the positive signature after the pro
alignment, as compared with the negative signature, at\vc
;0.43 MeV. A crossing with a more deformed band,
seen in band 3, is unlikely since both signatures would
expected to experience an alignment gain. Instead, an a
batic crossing with then i 13/2 orbital may cause the additiona
alignment gain in the positive signature of band 4. This
reminiscent of ani 13/2 crossing in131Nd @22# and 135Sm@37#.
The occupation of thei 13/2 neutron intruder orbitals is known
to be a prominent factor in driving the nuclear shape tow
higher deformation for nuclei in theA;130 region@4,8#. By
inspecting the CSM calculations in Fig. 7, one can see
the n i 13/2 @660#1/2 intruder orbital interacts with theC con-
figuration ~the @402#5/2 orbital! at \vc;0.43 MeV, which
is remarkably consistent with the experimental observatio
The alignment gain near 0.7 MeV is likely theEF crossing,
which is delayed in comparison with observations in t
negative signature. Such a delay is consistent with the p
tive signature having a larger deformation due to the
change of character fromd5/2 to i 13/2. Thus there is evidence
to suggest the observation of the intruderi 13/2 orbital; how-
ever, further experimental verification of the larger deform
tion is required to confirm the assignment.

B. B„M1…ÕB„E2… transition strength ratios

ExperimentalB(M1)/B(E2) ratios were extracted usin
the observedg-ray energies and branching ratios@l5I g(I
→I 22)/I g(I→I 21)# according to the standard formul
@27#

B~M1:I→I 21!

B~E2:I→I 22!
50.693

Eg
5~ I→I 22!

Eg
3~ I→I 21!

3
1

l~11d2!
S mN

eb D 2

,

where Eg is in MeV. To determine the magnitude of th
mixing ratiosd for the DI 51 transitions, rotational mode
calculations@38# were performed using the measured bran
ing ratios and assuming pureK. The resulting
B(M1)/B(E2) ratios are plotted in Fig. 8 along with theo
retical predictions for possible configurations.

Theoretical calculations ofB(M1)/B(E2) ratios were
performed with the rotational model form of theB(E2) tran-
sition strength@38#, and an extended formalism@39# of the
geometrical model from Do¨nau @40# and Frauendorf@41# to
determine theB(M1) strength. An intrinsic quadrupole mo
ment of Q055.32eb was assumed for129Nd from TRS
calculations. While the collective gyromagnetic ratio w
given by gR5Z/A, the gK values were calculated usin
a Woods-Saxon potential@42#, with the following results
3-11
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for the possible active orbitals shown in Fig.
gK(@402#5/2)520.49, gK(@413#5/2)50.40, gK(@411#1/2)
51.90, gK(@523#7/2)520.32, andgK(@541#1/2)520.54.

The B(M1)/B(E2) ratios for the negative- and positive
parity configurations are shown in Figs. 8~a! and 8~b!, re-
spectively. Arguments were previously given that band 1
based upon anh11/2 neutron, and a good fit is found for th
B(M1)/B(E2) ratios with the predicted@523#7/2 values. A
good agreement is observed between the experimental va
for band 3 and the theoretical calculations for the@402#5/2
orbital. The calculated values for the@413#5/2 configuration
are an order of magnitude lower than those found for ban
so this configuration can be confidently ruled out. Band
and 4 have smallB(M1)/B(E2) ratios, as shown in Figs
8~a! and 8~b!, which is expected for low-K structures. Good
agreement between the calculated and observed ratio
found for our assignments of bands 2 and 4 as the@411#1/2
and @541#1/2 structures, respectively.

V. SIGNATURE SPLITTING SYSTEMATICS OF THE nh11Õ2

BANDS IN ODD-AÈ130 NUCLEI

Signature is the symmetry quantum number related to
invariance of a nucleonic state under a rotation by 18
about the rotation axis. Odd-A nuclei possess two value
of the signature (a) according to the equationa I
5 1

2 (21)I 21/2, whereI is the spin of a given state. Similarly
the energetically favored signature of a coupled band can
determined bya f5

1
2 (21) j 21/2. Therefore, in thenh11/2

bands, thea52 1
2 signature is expected to be favored. T

FIG. 8. The experimental~symbols! and theoretical~lines!
B(M1)/B(E2) ratios for~a! bands 1 and 2 and~b! bands 3 and 4.
The positive and negative signatures are denoted by filled and
symbols, respectively.
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degree of signature splitting in a band usually relates to
admixture of theK5 1

2 component in its wave function
which has a decoupling parameter@38# separating the two
signatures. Therefore, a small signature splitting is expec
in mid- to high-K orbitals, where only a small component o
K5 1

2 is expected. However, a large signature splitting w

observed inK5( 7
2 , 9

2 ) ph11/2 bands inN;90 (A;160) nu-
clei @44#, and this was suggested to be the result of nega
triaxial deformations@45#. While high-K orbitals tend to
drive the soft nuclear core toward oblate shapes, the c
‘‘prefers’’ a prolate deformation. These two opposing forc
can create stable triaxial shapes@11#. A large signature split-
ting in theA;130 region is also observed as the analogo
neutronh11/2 orbitals are occupied. In our analysis, we inve
tigate the degree of triaxiality needed to achieve the ene
splitting within the framework of the CSM, and define an
observed trends.

The signature splitting of the energy levels for the prot
rich Ba-Ce-Nd-Sm nuclei is displayed in Fig. 9. Data for t
nuclei, other than129Nd, were compiled from the following
sources: 123Ba @46#, 125Ba @29#, 127Ba @47#, 129Ba @48#,
131Ba @49#, 125Ce @50#, 127Ce @25#, 129Ce @51#, 131Ce @52#,
133Ce @53#, 131Nd @22#, 133Nd @54#, 135Nd @55#, 133Sm @56#,
135Sm @37#, and 137Sm @57#. The convention
@E(I )-E(I -1)#/2I was used to display the energy splittin
whereE(I ) is the energy of a state with spinI. For discus-
sion purposes, the calculated quadrupole deformation (b2)
from Ref. @14# is given in Fig. 9 for each nucleus. The larg
region of deformation covered by these nuclei varying fro
N567 (K5 7

2 ) to 75 (K5 9
2 ), will reveal the signature split-

ting dependence onb2 and on the neutron Fermi surface.

A. Low-spin region IË 27
2

As seen from Fig. 9, two general trends are observed
~1! The signature splittingincreaseswith N for a given

isotopic chain. This is contrary to what is expected if on
Coriolis coupling is involved, asK increases withN. It is
also seen thatb2 decreaseswith N, which is related to the
proximity of theN582 spherical shell gap.

~2! The signature splittingincreasesas Z decreases in a
given isotone chain, whileb2 decreasesalong the chain due
to theZ550 shell gap.

The decrease inb2 deformation makes the nuclei mor
susceptible to the oblate-driving forces of the high-K, nh11/2
orbitals, and this can produce ag deformation. The signature
splitting dependence ong andb2 can be investigated within
the CSM to reveal which type of deformation plays t
dominant role. The nucleus129Ba was used as an exampl
since a large splitting was observed for the expected h

K( 9
2 ) nh11/2 band. The results of our calculations are pr

sented in Fig. 10, where one can see that the experime
energy difference in the Routhian (De8) is 200 keV at a
frequency of 0.3 MeV. If a small amount ofg deformation is
assumed and held constant, the signature splitting does
crease with decreasingb2 ~Fig. 10!. However, unrealistically
low b2 values must be used to reproduce the experiment
observed splitting in129Ba, implying thatb2 alone cannot

en
3-12
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FIG. 9. Signature splitting for thenh11/2 bands as a function of spin in odd-A Ba (Z556), Ce (Z558), Nd (Z560), and Sm (Z
562) nuclei. Thea51

1
2 (a52

1
2 ) signature is denoted by filled~open! squares.K values of7

2 and 9
2 for thenh11/2 bands are assumed fo

N567271 andN573275, respectively. The quadrupole deformation (b2) shown for each of the nuclei is taken from Ref.@14#. The g
deformation values shown are evaluated from the CSM as discussed in the text.
ing
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FIG. 10. Theoretical CSM calculations of sinature splitting

the nh11/2 band vsg deformation for129Ba. The calculations were
carried out for three differentb2 values at\v50.30 MeV. Theb2

value denoted by a * is taken from Ref.@14#.
02430
describe the splitting. The experimentally observed splitt
can be reproduced using the predicted quadrupole defor
tion from Möller et al. @14#, b250.21, and a reasonableg
value of 228°. The experimental crossing frequency c
also be reproduced forb2 5 0.16 and 0.26 usingg values of
;220° and ;236°, respectively. Therefore, appreciab
triaxial deformations appear to be a crucial parameter
CSM calculations in order to reproduce the unusually la
splitting in 129Ba.

Using b2 values from Ref.@14#, we performed CSM cal-
culations in a similar manner for every nucleus in Fig. 9
order to investigate the magnitude and the trends ing defor-
mation. The derived values for the triaxial deformation a
shown in Fig. 9. A range of negativeg values was found,
from g;210° in the lightest nuclei tog;230° in the
heaviest. The amount ofg deformation generally increase
with N along an isotopic chain, which corresponds to
increase in the observed signature splitting and decreas
b2. Theg deformation decreases with increasingZ along an
isotonic chain, which corresponds to a decrease in the
served signature splitting and increase inb2. The more
neutron-deficient nuclei generally have smallg deformation,
3-13
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as well-deformed, prolate minima are expected. TRS ca
lations by Granderathet al. @11# also showed a significan
increase in negativeg deformation with increasingN for the
nh11/2 configurations in Xe-Ba-Ce isotope chains. Howev
their calculations suggested that extremely largeg values of
;270° were necessary to reproduce the signature split
of the heavier nuclei. In contrast, the CSM predicts m
modest triaxial deformation values that can also explain
large signature splitting.

B. High-spin region IÌ 27
2

All of the nh11/2 bands in Fig. 9 show a distinctive ban
crossing atI;15, which is due to the alignment of two low
K h11/2 protons. Although signature splitting is present
lower spins (I , 35

2 ), it is greatly reduced above the crossin
Since signature splitting is a sensitive probe of the deform
tion, this can be taken as an indication that the thr
quasiparticle band above the band crossing has a diffe
deformation than the one quasiparticle band below it. T
low-K protons tend to drive the nucleus toward prolateg
50°) shapes in contrast to the high-K neutrons@11#. The
much smaller energy splitting found in theph11/2nh11/2
bands of neighboring odd-odd nuclei@58# suggest that the
deformation driving force of the proton is greater than that
the neutron. Thus, after the proton alignment in thenh11/2
bands of the odd-A nuclei, the triaxial deformation may in
deed change and have a value closer tog;0°. This is a
behavior similar to that seen inA;160 region, where the
splitting is quenched after the alignment of low-K i 13/2 neu-
trons.

Not only is the splitting reduced after then i 13/2 alignment
in the A;160 nuclei, but in many cases the normally un
vored signature lies lower in energy above the crossing. T
phenomenon is known as signature inversion, and is
seen in theph11/2nh11/2 bands of the odd-oddA;130 nuclei
@58#. The cause of the inversion in theph11/2n( i 13/2)

2 struc-
tures has been suggested to lie in thei 13/2 neutron driving the
shape of the nucleus to a small, positiveg value @59#. Sig-
nature inversion is also seen in thenh11/2 bands of
123,127,129,131Ba, 131,133Ce, 135Nd, and 137Sm after the proton
crossing, as seen in Fig. 9. While the inversion lasts fo
large spin range inA;160 nuclei, normal ordering of the
signatures is restored within a few units of spin for thenh11/2
bands inA;130 nuclei. This suggests that the normal Co
N
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olis effects supersede the force responsible for inversio
higher spins and, thus, that this force is weaker in theA
;130 nuclei as compared with theA;160 region.

The change in shape from negativeg deformation before
the crossing to positiveg deformation after the crossing ma
be the cause for the observed signature inversion inA
;130 nuclei. However, the role of ap-n interaction may
also need to be considered as there is evidence to sug
that it is the cause of inversion in nearby odd-odd nuc
@60#. Clearly, theoretical work is needed to fully understa
this inversion process.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, progress toward discreteg-ray spectroscopy
near the proton drip line has been made in odd-A neody-
mium nuclei, as over 140 transitions have been placed in
level scheme of129Nd for the first time and assigned to fou
different structures. The selectivity of the RMS and t
charged-particle array HyBall in combination with th
CLARION Ge array at ORNL, as well as the power of Gam
masphere in conjuction with the Microball, was used to po
tively identify the structures. Several quasiparticle alig
ments were observed in the bands, which were interpre
within the cranked shell model. Evidence of the identific
tion of the n i 13/2 band was presented as it appears to ad
batically cross the@402#5/2 configuration. A systematic stud
of signature splitting in thenh11/2 bands was performed fo
the massA;130 proton-rich nuclei. The trends in the spli
ting are explained as a manifestation ofg deformation at low
spin, and a comparison was made with the massA;160
region where similar trends are observed. This compari
appears to further strengthen the role of triaxiality inA
;130 nuclei.
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